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Summary

Lawberry is a boutique legal firm situated in the historic city of 
Krakow, Poland. Working with clients from small start-ups to large 
organisations, Lawberry heavily relies on IT to provide their services.

Specialising in contract negotiation, employment law, and legal 
disputes, the firm supports a wide range of customers across Poland 
and Europe.

Lawberry approached Meritum Cloud to help them understand the 
benefits of Microsoft Cloud over their current G Suite Platform. The 
Advanced Security features were of particular interest.

The law firm also wanted a solution that would make the organisation 
more agile and enable employees to work from anywhere, securely.

Advanced Security and migrating servers and applications to Azure is
the next step on Lawberry’s journey to the cloud.
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The Challenge
Lawberry’s first foray with cloud technology was adopting the G Suite platform. Although reliable 
and providing some of the tools they needed, Lawberry came to realise that the Google hosted 
technology did not constitute an end-to-end IT solution.

G Suite was lacking in the tools for productivity, security, and device management that Lawberry 
needed to meet the high standards their customers demanded.

With many of their clients already on Office 365 or using other versions of Office, Lawberry also 
struggled with sharing documents securely.

Some of the challenges Lawberry wanted to address were:

• Inability to work remotely

• Lack of centralised document repository

• Lack of endpoint security and mobile

device management

• Compatibility issues when sharing with

customers

• Managing security of sensitive data

• GDPR compliance challenges

• Insufficient end-user support

• Unreliable on-site data backup

• End-of-life server hardware running business

critical services.



The Solution
Przemek Pietrzyk, one of the founding partners of Lawberry is very technically astute and was
easily able to articulate the business’ requirements. Meritum Cloud worked closely with him to
ensure the proposed solution would address all the short comings of G Suite.

As with other customers, Meritum Cloud recommended a Microsoft solution based on
Microsoft 365 and Enterprise & Mobility Suite, complimented by several other cloud services.

Lawberry opted to use Meritum Cloud’s ITIL aligned Managed Service offering. This enabled
them to offload end user and cloud infrastructure support to Meritum’s certified Microsoft
engineers.

• Microsoft Office 2016 – productivity suite

• Microsoft Teams - central hub for collaboration with peers and clients

• Exchange Online - highly available, cloud-based mail service

• One Drive with SharePoint Online - file storage and collaboration

• Microsoft Intune/MDM/MAM - Windows 10 and mobile device management

• Office 365 ATP – advanced protection against email threats and malicious links

• Windows Defender- virus and malware protection

• Azure Information Protection - cloud-based solution for classifying and protecting documents

• Data Loss Prevention – solution for identifying, monitoring and protecting sensitive information

• Exclaimer - cloud based email signatures for Office 365 mail

• Backupify – cloud-based backup for Office 365 mail, OneDrive and SharePoint Online

Microsoft 365, an ‘all-in-one’ productivity & security platform was  leveraged to address 
the requirements of the business. The building blocks of the solution included:

“We trusted Meritum to
support us in all IT matters.
And we are not going to
change that.”

Przemek Pietrzyk , Partner



The Benefits
The new, cloud-based platform offers a range of features and capabilities previously
unavailable to Lawberry when using G Suite.

Office 365 gave them the ability to collaborate effectively internally and with their clients. At
the same time they know their data is secure, whether in the cloud, on a corporate laptop or an
employee owned device. Mertium Cloud’s managed services completely changed the end user
support experience.

The benefits to the business include:

• Employees can now work securely from anywhere

• Improved collaboration and file sharing with SharePoint online

• Office 365 mail and data protected by cloud based backup

• Secure co-authoring of critical legal documentation

• Streamlined client communication using Microsoft Teams

• BYOD enablement for mobile working

• Consistent corporate email signatures across all device types.

• Upswing in efficiency and productivity

• Sensitive data prevented from leaving the business

• Intellectual property tracking and access revocation regardless of location.

“We can now share files and
data without worrying about
security”

Przemek Pietrzyk , Partner



Why Meritum Cloud?

• Customer focused Modern Cloud Solution Provider 

• Microsoft Gold Partner  - technology partner you can trust

• A comprehensive portfolio of  design, deployment and support services

• Highly skilled teams with passion for customer service

• Flexible engagement and pricing models

• Trusted, long-term IT partner 

“We wanted an IT provider who would guide us through
the migration process step-by-step and support us with
their know-how along the way. That's why we decided to
work with Meritum Cloud.”

Przemek Pietrzyk, Partner
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